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Abstract
This paper discusses less researched aspects of sonification of financial data (stock tickers, financial reports, or
online transactions) which can offer a significant financial return.

Sonification: the 60 second tour
The image on the left is a currency trading screen.
How fast can you grasp where the main 100 players
are headed?
The image on the right shows another screen full of
fluctuations, with a major difference. It has a big sonification button, labeled ► (play). If you click that play
button you can instantly hear where each of the 100
players is headed. Towards a Db ending chord, since
this screen shows a multitrack recording of Debussy’s
La Mer. This is the gist of sonification: by using human
hearing it uncovers patterns, relationships and logic
our eyes do not catch.

Turning stock tickers into a symphony
Financial market indicators by themselves do not move
as neatly and harmoniously as a Debussy orchestral
piece or a Top 40 hit song. The first valiant attempts of

audification (direct D/A conversion of data to sound)
led previously to Hayward’s observation that stock
prices sound like opaque noise because they are not
constrained by the laws of physics. (1)
Having not heeded the proverbial warning, I tried this
at home. My results suggest, if we modulate music
with sonified financial indicators instead of creating
music outright with them, the result is quite listenable
while it still retains a relationship to the fluctuations of
the financial data. However there are two major considerations.
The first is, the trader or financial overseer using such
an audio display method would have to listen to this
audio 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, for years. This
means a whole variety of background audio repertoire
must be created which is optimized for sonification.
(“Wanted by our data scientists: a data musician.”)
Secondly, even though it’s possible to map 100 moving market indicators to the 100 instruments of a sym-

phonic orchestra, a common wisdom from composing
classes tells us that a listener can focus simultaneously
on 4 soloists at most. The rest of the audio becomes a
sonic blur our cognitive system quickly minimizes like
air conditioner hum. One way to address this attention
limit is with data conditioning.
Listening to the world through data conditioning.
Nesbitt and Barrass discovered in 2004 that test subjects’ stock decisions improve by 10% if visual and
audio displays are used simultaneously. (2) This represents a major difference since an investor only needs
to be right 60% of the time to have a fantastic track
record.

cial noise filter plug-in (see screen capture) takes care
of the noise.
Coupling this frequency-filtering with a data filtering
similar to high-frequency trading (HFT) algorithms
which pre-screen a large number of market signals,
one gets a system which monitors the whole world,
but forwards to (pleasant sounding) sonification only
securities approaching trade-worthy behavior.
Another change in sonification approach this author
experimented with is the use of the computers’ text-tospeech capability to announce the symbol of the stock
presented for attention. The logic is, even in a system
that only tracks a couple of indicators by sound only,

Wave Arts noise filter at work. Pictured behind it is Samuel Van Ransbeeck’s StockWatch Max object.
Using data conditioning as the third element has further benefits, as it a) removes the bothersome noise
character in cases of direct audification and b) allows
the monitoring of as many financial indicators as one
can receive.
Dombois and Eckel points out that with audified stock
market data, it is much more difficult to decide what
is an artifact. (3) One conditioning solution I found to
deal with artifacts is a zero run. Before audifying stock
market data, it helps to audify a string of zeros, a flatline. If the resulting sound file is not empty a commer-

it would be easy to lose track, which sound stands for
what indicator. Having the computer say it solves the
dilemma. The symbol could then be further sonified to
change acoustically according to market fluctuations.
Catching Enron-like false notes
One of the interesting aspects of such sonification is
the potential to identify Enron-like off-key financial
numbers. Just as one can hear “off-key” singers or instrumentalists in a musical performance (and reasonably predict, the off-key singers will sing off-key the

next month too), sonic
parameter mapped financial report statistics
in a given industrial sector produce an acoustic
signature which does
not change much from
month to month either.
My initial research suggests that “creative accounting” procedures
can audibly change the
sector-specific sonic imprint of financial data.
(See the audio samples
below.) Their sonification can complement
Sonification: the creation of the classical music Enron sample
vertical and horizontal
analysis and the Bewhite collar crime and has a more severe financial imneish Model’s and the Altman Z- Score’s mathematical
pact than more frequent crimes.
checks which are great tools but still overlook some
factors prominent in the Enron debacle.
While sonified signal intelligence should not be used
A correctly parameter mapped sonification’s results
are so revealing, in fact, that I had to remove the audio sample of a third company I planned to feature in
the “good guys” comparison group when the sonified
audio led me straight to the discovery of Enronesque
moves I did not catch visually on their documents until
then.
According to a study conducted by the Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), fraudulent financial statement accounts for approximately 10% of

Enron competitor, sonified as RnB: sounds OK

alone by investors to judge a candidate’s financial
health, it can increase existing verification methods’
success rate in preventing a major financial loss. It is
likely harder for promoters of alternative financial realities to outsmart than verification procedures whose
criteria are already published.
Transaction security
69 million Americans bank online. Although incidence
of credit card fraud is limited to about 0.1% of all card
transactions, this has resulted in huge financial losses

Enron competitor, sonified as classical music

Enron, sonified as RnB: looks similar, sounds different Enron, sonified as classical music: audible difference
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Next generation sonification system, deconstructed
as the fraudulent transactions have been large value
transactions.
Today’s fraud detection systems are designed to prevent one twelfth of one percent of all transactions processed which still translates into billions of dollars in
losses. (4) What can sonification add to this process
that it doesn’t have already? Including the human
component, refined in PayPal’s Igor system and its offspring, Palantir Anti-Fraud.

Flash crash prevention
The US had several flash crashes, rapid, deep, and
volatile falls in security prices occurring within an extremely short time period. The first was on May 6 2010
when temporarily $1 trillion in market value disap$40
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peared (5), the second on April 23 2013 which evaporated $136 billion from the market interim.
These were followed by a flash crash in Singapore
which wiped out $6.9 billion in capitalization, then
by two short-lived (<1 second) movements in several
(40 and 88) stock prices followed by recovery on November 25, 2014. (6) The growth of computerized and
high-frequency trading in commodities
and currencies coincided with a series
of “flash crashes”
in those markets as
well.

Sonification V2: the computer says the symbol of an item of interest

Studies of the flash

crashes point at high frequency trading and market
toxicity as the main culprits. Trading curbs were enacted in 2010 after the first crash, but flash crashes still
happen.
The likely solution? Supervision and override of activity based on selective sonification again.
Sonification’s final prize: an empirically validated
economic theory
Economic science is subject to a couple of valid criticisms to this very day. To quote just Alfred Eichner’s,
if all six of the theoretical constructs of neoclassical
synthesis (the indifference curves, the isoquants, the
positive sloping supply curves, the marginal product
curves, the HicksHansen LM-IS model
and the Phillips curve)
were to be purged
from economic textbooks for lack of empirical validation, very
little would remain and
what was left would
lack coherence. (7)
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